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Introduction

Almost 20 years after the introduction of HAART,
the scientific community, doctors and patients are still
struggling with the absence of effective strategies aimed at
eradicating HIV infection, or at preventing it through
a vaccine.

For the purpose of this opinion article, comments
are grouped into virological, immunological and clinical
issues.

Virological remarks for HIV cure and eradication
Latently HIV-1-infected cells are rare (especially in
peripheral blood), but undistinguishable from uninfected
cells, thus making their clearance extremely demanding.
In addition, despite several efforts, a real consensus on
mechanisms by which persistent HIV-1 reservoirs are
established and maintained is still lacking, thus explaining
why strategies adopted so far to reverse HIV-1 latency
in vivo are still incipient in terms of efficacy. So far,
latency-reversing agents can induce the production of
replication-competent virus from only 1 out of 1 million
resting CD4þ lymphocytes. Some light on the nature
of this non-induced provirus has been recently shed by
Siliciano’s group at the last Conference on Retroviruses
and Opportunistic Infections (CROI) [1]. Surprisingly,
they showed that around 12% of the non-induced
provirus is replication-competent with intact proviral
genome and long-terminal repeat (LTR) function.
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Notably, by investigating the sites of HIV-1 DNA
integration, the authors found that this non-induced
provirus preferentially integrates into introns of actively
transcribed genes and lacked CpG methylation over LTR.
The identification of this non-induced provirus, showing
replication competence without evident epigenetic silen-
cing, supports that latent reservoir can be 40–50-folds
higher than previously estimated. This may represent a
clinical threat that can further increase the barrier to cure.

The scenario is further complicated by the existence of
anatomical reservoirs of HIV-1 infection (Fig. 1). In this
regard, the gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) plays a
critical role as a major viral reservoir in infected
individuals. HIV-1 RNA is not detected in the gut of
long-term non-progressor patients (LTNPs) (reviewed
[2,3]), and the level of cell-associated HIV-DNA remains
higher in gut than in peripheral blood mononuclear
cells (PBMCs) during suppressive HAART [2], thus
supporting the role of GALT in maintaining HIV-1
persistence. HIV-1-infected GALT may also play a key
role in promoting microbial translocation and persistent
immune activation and depletion of CD4þ lymphocytes
in the blood compartment [2]. This promotes the need
to identify diagnostic markers that can rapidly inform us
on HIV infection status in this important anatomical
reservoir.

Another topic that should be addressed is the sub-optimal
penetration of antiretroviral drugs in the tissues, giving
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� In the setting of a fully suppressive HAART, residual viremia
       mainly derives from the release of virus from stable reservoirs

� A decrease (even modest) in the level of adherence can promote
       residual ongoing replication. This can occur even if virological
       rebound is not detected.

� Cell-to-cell HIV transmission (occurring at the interface of two
       cells) is a highly efficient mode of HIV transmission particularly in
       tissues, and seems not to be affected by the currently available
       antiretroviral drugs.

HAART initiation

Sources of viral persistence and residual viremia
despite suppressive HAART
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� Ongoing viral replication and persistence of several forms of
       HIV-1 DNA in cellular reservoir and anatomical sanctuary sites.
� Some commonly used antiretroviral drugs rarely reach therapeutic
       concentrations in lymphatic tissues and in the gut.

Fig. 1. Sources of viral persistence despite suppressive HAART. The picture describes the main sources of HIV persistence despite
suppressive HAART. Residual viraemia mainly derives from the release of viral particles from HIV-1 cellular reservoirs and cannot
be reduced by intensification therapy. Even modest decrease of adherence can promote de-novo infection of cells and potential
new cycles of ongoing replication, as supported by recent studies [34]. Another source of residual viraemia is represented by HIV
persistence and replication in tissues where the penetration of antiretroviral drugs is suboptimal. HIV replication in tissues
(particularly lymph nodes) may be also favoured by cell-to-cell transmission. Mechanisms underlying residual viraemia represent
so far important obstacle for HIV functional or biological cure and highlight the need to develop diagnostic markers to measure
HIV reservoir in the blood and in all anatomical compartments where the virus replicates and persists. The figure in the upper right
panel has been modified from [35].
rise to a cryptic replication of HIV-1 as a further
obstacle for HIV cure [4]. This is critical considering
that the blood compartment contains approximately
2% of total body lymphocytes, and that some commonly
used drugs (such as tenofovir and emtricitabine, just as
examples) may not reach therapeutic concentrations
in lymphatic tissues and in the gut where HIV
replication proceeds at high rate [4]. New formulations
with enhanced penetration in sanctuaries are thus
needed for the success of strategies aimed at achieving
HIV-1 cure.

Finally, the quest for HIV infection requires accurate,
reproducible and sensitive assays to measure the burden of
HIV-1 reservoirs. Cell-associated HIV-1 DNA represents
the best candidate to assess such parameter. This is the
pyright © Lippincott Williams & Wilkins. Unautho
right moment to set up studies aimed at validating the
assays for its quantification for routine diagnostic.

Immunological remarks for HIV cure and
eradication
Cellular HIV reservoir
Essential premise to eradication strategies is a thorough
identification/understanding of HIV viral reservoirs
in vivo. Data on both HIV/simian immune deficiency
virus (SIV)-infected humans and animals have accumu-
lated, detailing cell (sub)populations and life span, and
tissues that can serve as viral reservoir.

Whereas memory CD4þ T cells are the major target
of HIV, HIV-infected CD4þ T cells that escape cyto-
toxic T-lymphocyte (CTL) response represent the pool of
rized reproduction of this article is prohibited.
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lately infected resting memory CD4þ [5]. In successfully
treated patients, Chomont et al. [6] described two major
memory CD4þ reservoirs: central memory (TCM) and
transitional memory (TTM), both with long half-lives,
whereas naive (TN) and terminally differentiated
CD4þ (TTD) marginally contribute to the pool of cells
harbouring HIV proviral DNA .

In the primate model, higher proportions of infected
CD4þ TCM have been consistently shown in patho-
genetic (rhesus macaques) versus non-pathogenetic
(sooty mangabeys) SIV infections, whereas no differences
are shown in SIV-infected CD4þ effector memory
(TEM) cells; this suggests that CD4þ TCM of sooty
mangabeys are relatively resistant to SIV infection,
possibly reflecting the reduced CCR5 transcription/
expression [7,8]. Given the central role of CD4þTCM in
long-term memory and long-lived HIV reservoir, these
findings indicate that sparing CM from SIV infection is a
central pathway of non-progressive infection.

Most recently, a relevant long-term reservoir for HIV in
the course of HAART has been identified in T-memory
stem cells (Tscm) [9], a newly identified memory T-cell
subset endowed with self-renewal, homeostatic prolifer-
ation and high proliferative potentials [10]. Indeed, in
HAART-treated patients, Buzon et al. [9] demonstrated
higher HIV-DNA per-cell levels in Tscm versus other
memory compartments, with slower decay, and identical
HIV sequences after 4–8 years of HAART, to strongly
suggest heightened contribution of Tscm to total HIV
reservoir and long-term persistence.

It has been extensively proven that not all anatomical
sites are equally targeted by the virus. The memory
lymph node-residing CD4þ T-follicular helper cell (Thf)
subpopulation has been recently described to be enriched
of SIV and HIV-infected cells, making them a relevant
viral reservoir endowed with the highest potential for
virus replication and production [7,11].

Massive depletion and infection of gut-residing CCR5þ
CD4þ T cells have been long described in SIV/HIV [12].
Furthermore, gut CD4þ infection frequencies do
not appear to decrease on HAART [13]. Data with
mega-HAART or raltegravir intensification, despite
being controversial [14], seem to suggest that HIV
reservoir in gut CD4þ is larger and more stable than
peripheral blood.

Quite debated is the point whether intestinal macro-
phages constitute a reservoir; data on their permissiveness
to infection are well established and confirmed in
the literature, yet recent data question about their patho-
genetic role [15,16]. Brenchley et al. [18] show no
preferential depletion of CCR5þ CD4þ T cells in the
bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) of HIV-infected indi-
viduals, with consistently lower infected memory
Copyright © Lippincott Williams & Wilkins. Unaut
CD4þ T cells in BAL than peripheral blood upon
HAART initiation [17]. Very low viral DNA has been
shown within alveolar macrophage, to suggest low
susceptibility to HIV due to reduced CCR5 expression
and not a substantial HIV reservoir [18]. On the contrary,
the role of macrophages as HIV-1 cellular reservoir
cannot be excluded on the basis of these results. Indeed,
macrophages are resistant to HIV-1 cytopathic effect,
and can persistently produce viral particles (even if at
low rate due to their resting status) for prolonged
period of time, thus being a persistent source of viral
particles in different body compartments [19].

Immune control of HIV reservoir
Immune control over HIV reservoir can be visualized
as a two-step process that requires viral transcription
from latent reservoirs followed by elimination of virus-
producing cells by the host innate and adaptive response,
as excellently reviewed in [20]. Pro-inflammatory
innate defences (e.g. type 1 interferons, chemokines),
on one hand, promote the establishment of cellular
HIV reservoir; whereas, on the other hand, they
support ongoing immune activation, in turn favouring
HIV transcription. In terms of adaptive immunity,
the clonogenic and proliferating profile of different
CD4þ T-cell subtypes, as well as the interconnecting
effects of signals that govern CD4þ homeostasis such as
IL-7, altogether dictate the exposure of HIV antigen-
expressing cells to cytotoxic CD8þ clones, thus regulating
the spread and composition of HIV reservoir. Under this
perspective, much can be learnt by elite controllers
and LTNP-natural models of functional cure. Non-
progressors might have diminished blood cellular
reservoirs, as suggested by low proviral DNA in
peripheral blood in elite controllers versus patients on
HAART, and lower gut HIV-DNA in LTNP versus
progressors; conversely, reservoir in secondary lymphoid
tissues is uncertain. Limited infection of resting
CD4þ TCM has been proven in human leukocyte
antigen (HLA)-B27 or B57 LTNP; most interestingly,
strong Gag-specific CD8þ T cells negatively correlated
with HIV reservoirs in CD4þ TCM cells [21].
Altogether, these findings support a model whereby
HLA-B27 or B57-restricted CD8þ response in LTNPs
and elite controllers is a crucial patrol pathway toward
circulating and mucosal HIV reservoirs [20].

Clinical remarks for HIV cure and eradication:
may a cure for HIV infection be achievable?
Biological cure implies the complete eradication of
each single HIV-1-infected cell. There is a well known
single report of a German patient who controls his HIV
infection after transplant with stem cells from a donor
with D32-CCR5 mutation [22]. A reproducible model
of this patient could be the suppression in CCR5
expression in HIV-1 target cells by zinc finger nuclease
(ZFN)-mediated gene disruption; despite intriguing
data that show effective suppression in replication of
horized reproduction of this article is prohibited.
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CCR5-tropic strains of HIV-1 in animal models by
CCR5 gene knockout [23], clinical data are still poor.

Functional cure is more feasible and aims to achieve
an inactive carrier state, without viral replication and
disease progression in the absence of therapy. Strategies to
minimize HIV reservoir are strongly needed. Time to
HAART initiation is a key factor, as early HAART blocks
the increase in HIV reservoirs defined as HIV-DNA
[24]. Initiating ART during primary infection (PHI)
represents a major opportunity to achieve optimal
immune reconstitution; in this setting, long-term
HIV-1 control after treatment interruption is associated
to low HIV-DNA level [24,25]. A comparative analysis of
cell-associated HIV-DNA from different Agence National
de Recherce sur le SIDS et les hepatitesvirale (ANRS) Cohorts
demonstrated reduced HIV reservoir in post-treatment
controllers (3–5 years HAART from primary infection,
long-term HIV-RNA<500copies/ml), with no changes,
however, in cell type distribution [14].

Potential strategies for eradicating HIV have two potential
targets, one virological and the other immunological,
that can be affected by antiviral and purging/immuno-
modulatory agents, respectively. Compounds driven to a
virological target activate transcription of quiescent HIV
through different mechanisms, making it susceptible to
HAART. Histone deacetylase is involved in maintaining
HIV latency; its inhibitors (Histone deacetylase inhibi-
tors, HDACis) are candidates as anti-latency drugs [26].
Vorinostat was then administered to 20 patients on stable
ART, but failed to decrease PBMCs and gut HIV-DNA,
suggesting that vorinostat alone is not likely to reduce
lately infected cells [27].

The role of aggressive HAART regimen including
raltegravir and maraviroc on HIV reservoir is contro-
versial, because various patients may differently respond
to particularly aggressive regimens, depending on a
number of factors, including viraemia, HIV-DNA levels,
immunoactivation status and so on. Recent data showed
that double intensification with raltegravir and maraviroc
is not able to decrease total HIV-DNA reservoir in
peripheral blood cells [28]. This suggests that intensi-
fication does not offer added value in terms of purging
HIV reservoirs; yet a recent study, led in a macaque
model, tested the efficacy of a highly intensified
ART (consisting of emtricitabine, tenofovir, raltegravir,
ritonavir-boosted darunavir and maraviroc) in SIV-
infected rhesus macaques in the pre-AIDS stage of the
disease [29]. At the end of the follow-up, all animals
stably displayed viral loads below 3 RNA copies/ml
and HIV-DNA below 2 copies/5 105 cells in PBMCs
and rectal biopsies of all animals, and in lymph node
biopsies from the majority of the study participants.
In conclusion, additional studies are needed before
providing a final answer regarding the role of therapy
intensification for this purpose.
pyright © Lippincott Williams & Wilkins. Unautho
HIV persistence also contributes to inflammation,
so immunomodulatory drugs may accelerate the decay
of viral reservoir: increased immune activation may
favour viral persistence, thus supporting the need of
innovative interventions aimed at decreasing persistent
immune activation [30]. Therapeutic options in
development include chemokine receptor inhibitors,
anti-fibrotic, anti-ageing, anti-inflammatory drugs and
enhancer of HIV-specific immunity. Immune activation
therapy could be based on cytokines such as IL-2,
interferon (IFN)alfa-2b and IL-7 that have a role
in maintenance of T-cell homeostasis; in particular,
IL-7-activate expression of latent HIV purging quiescent
HIV reservoir [31]; in Therapeutic Intensification
Plus Immunomodulation in HIV-Infected Patients
(ERAMUNE 01), the use of IL-7 with ART intensi-
fication was unable to decrease the HIV-DNA reservoir:
the expected effect on reactivation of HIV in latently
infected cells is under investigation [28]. Few data are
published about the possibility to reverse immune
exhaustion using antibodies against programmed cell
death protein 1 (PD-1) or its ligand. The interaction
between PD-1 with its ligand (PD-1L) has been shown to
inhibit activation, expansion and acquisition of effector
functions of HIV-specific T cells, whereas PD-1
expression has been shown to correlate with the size of
HIV-1 cellular reservoir [30]. A recent ‘proof-of-concept’
study in a humanized mouse model of HIV infection
showed that blocking PD-L1 led to significant reductions
in HIV viral load and preservation of CD4þ T-cell
counts without apparent adverse effects [32]. Currently,
the AIDS Clinical Trials Group (ACTG) has in
development two research protocols aimed at reversing
PD-1 in virologically suppressed patients by using
anti-PD1 antibody (MK-3475) and the anti-PD-L1
antibody (BMS-936559). The results of these clinical
trials will shed light on the possibility to take into account
immunotherapeutic interventions as an approach towards
the functional cure of HIV infection.

Clinical strategies for eradication are currently objects of
phase I/II clinical trials summarized in Table 1, that are
testing the efficaciousness and safety of these strategies.
Few data are available about viral control after ART
interruption in gene therapy and intensification strategy,
and they are concordant about a partial control of
viral replication, but without achieving a complete
undetectability of HIV [33].

In conclusion, main viro-immunological obstacles
to HIV cure despite virological-suppressive HAART
include size and location of non-inducible provirus,
anatomic niches enriched with HIV content with
suboptimal drug penetration, preferential infection of
long-lived resting memory CD4þ T cells, in all resulting
in escape from the host immune defense.

Several challenges to HIV cure have emerged: basic
research on mechanisms underlying HIV latency to be
rized reproduction of this article is prohibited.
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Fig. 2. Immunology of CD4R T-cell reservoir of HIV. From an immunological standpoint, functional cure is hampered by the
complex immunology of persistent reservoir within CD4þ T cells. Different pathways of CD4þ T-cell differentiation have been
proven, and their relative contribution to the establishment and persistence of the reservoirs of latently infected cells remains
largely unknown. Different ‘resting’ stages are hypotizable within CD4þ T cells, which could lead to different stability of the HIV
reservoir. We still miss the identification of HIV reservoir ‘stem cell’, being endowed with higher proliferative potential, in-vivo
lifespan and homeostatic impact versus the effector memory axis. (The picture was kindly provided and modified from the lecture
by Dr Guido Silvestri during the Workshop on ‘HIV cure and eradication: a feasible option?’ – Milan, 24–25 January 2013.)

Table 1. Clinical trials evaluating HIV-1 eradication.

Target Drug Phase Commentsa Clinical trial

Zinc finger nuclease (ZFN)-
mediated gene disruption

Gene therapy I In six patients the altered CD4þ cells
engrafted and proliferated.
After 90 days, up to 7% of peripheral
blood CD4þ cells showed the CCR5
deletion

NTC01044654

Viral transcription induction HDACisb;
Vorinostat

I/II Vorinostat in 20 patients was not
associated with any change in
HIV DNA after 14 days

NTC01319383

Disulfiram II In-vitro reactivation latent HIV-1
expression in a primary cell model
of virus latency

NCT01286259

Valproic acid II Reduction in resting cell infection seen
in three of four study participants,
but several follow-up studies fail to
demonstrate sustainable effect

NCT00614458

Drug intensification Raltegravir II In ERAMUNE 01 no decrease of
HIV-DNA reservoir

NCT00515827

Maraviroc II In ERAMUNE 01 no decrease of
HIV-DNA reservoir

NCT00976404

Immunomodulation Interleukin-7 II In ERAMUNE 01 no decrease of
HIV-DNA reservoir; adverse events
due to antibodies

NCT01019551

Sirolimus I In HIV patients who have received
kidney transplants, sirolimus has been
prescribed to provide immunosuppression.
It enhances the viral effects of HAART
on HIV. A major issue is the interaction
with HAART

ACTG5301

Vaccination HIV-rAd5 vaccine II No data NCT00976404
HIV-pox-based vaccine II No data NCT00107549

aPreliminary results: preliminary data about efficacy and safety.
bHistone deacetylase inhibitor.
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rapidly translated into clinics; improving diagnostics
and definition, validation and standardization of assays
to measure HIV reservoirs as well as eradication markers
in blood and tissues; improving drug penetration in all
tissue reservoirs; thorough understanding of the com-
plexity of the CD4þ T-cell reservoir with detailed
definition of memory, activated, quiescent phenotypes
and identification of ‘stem cells’ of HIV reservoir (Fig. 2).
The ultimate challenge is the identification of the
‘right’ patients who could achieve, without ART, stable
control of HIV replication, and reversal of virus-related
damage (eradication?), by combining virological and
immunological strategies.
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